All we need is road
Native Americans use coal and the naturally occurring “oil seeps” found in Pennsylvania.

1859 – Titusville, PA  Edwin Drake strikes oil by re-deploying existing water and salt drilling technology.

1860s — The Pennsylvania Railroad transports kerosene via rail.


2015 – Pennsylvania: Compass Natural Gas delivers trucked CNG to Pennsylvania customers.
THE INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Marcellus Shale gas

Virtuous Cycles of Innovation

Create demand
Lower energy bills
Economic development
Replace foreign energy purchases
A cleaner fuel

HALF OF PENNSYLVANIA HAS NO ACCESS TO NATURAL GAS
REDEPLOYING AND MODERNIZING EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES,

CREATIVELY RECONFIGURING AND INTEGRATING THEM...

...WHILE USING THE INFRASTRUCTURE ALREADY IN PLACE:

THE ROADS
COMPASS NATURAL GAS: ENERGY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

All we need is road
Safe, reliable, economic non-pipeline delivery of Marcellus natural gas to PA customers.

Commonwealth Benefits
Keeping a portion of the half trillion energy dollars spent overseas at home; considerably reduced emissions at the "tailpipe"; and considerably reduced systemic emissions by radically shortening the wellhead to burner-tip distance.

Customer Benefits
Affordable, domestic, clean and safe. Independence from pipeline installation costs and inflexibility.

Pennsylvania Gas for Pennsylvania Customers
Next Generation Energy for Pennsylvania

COMPASS NATURAL GAS

Compass Natural Gas Terminals

Construction  Permitting  Planning
FUELING THE KEYSTONE RENAISSANCE

COMPASS NATURAL GAS
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